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Abstract 
Task allocation is a critical issue in proper engineering of cooperative applications in embedded systems with latency and energy 
constraints, as in wireless sensor and actor networks (WSANs). Existing task allocation algorithms are mostly concerned with 
energy savings and ignore time constraints and thus increase the makespan of tasks in the network as well as the probability of 
malfunctioning of the network. In this paper we take both energy awareness and reduction of actor tasks’ times to completion in 
WSANs into account and propose a two-phase task allocation technique based on Queuing theory. In the first phase, tasks are 
equally assigned to actors just to measure the capability of each actor to perform the assigned tasks. Tasks are then allocated to 
actors according to their measured capabilities in such a way to reduce the total completion times of all tasks in the network. The 
results of simulations on typical scenarios shows 45% improvement in the makespan of tasks in a network compared to the well-
known opportunistic load balancing (OLB) task allocation algorithm that is generally used in distributed systems.  It is shown 
that our algorithms provide better tradeoffs between load balancing and completion times of all tasks in a WSAN compared to 
OLB. 
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1. Introduction 
   Recent advances in the technology of micro-electro-mechanical systems have greatly influenced the emergence of 
wireless sensor actor networks (WSANs) [1, 2]. WSANs consist of sensory nodes and actor nodes that are 
connected to each other via wireless links. In this paper we assume a semi-automated architecture (Figure 1) for 
WSANs, wherein sensor nodes gather environmental information and transmit them to the network sink (or base 
station) that figures out the proper actions to be taken by the actor nodes and assigns these actions (tasks) to 
appropriate actor nodes (Figure 2); hereafter in this paper we use the words sink and base station (BS) 
interchangeably.  
   WSANs are appropriate for quick reactions to environmental events. Since these networks are usually used in 
critical applications, delays can lead to disasters [2]. To make efficient use of WSANs capabilities, employing 
appropriate task allocation algorithms is indispensable. The proper mapping of tasks to actors can be guided by 
quality of service (QoS) parameters of a concerned application that is run on a given WSAN.  
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 Fig. 1.  A typical architecture of WSANs                                        Fig. 2.  Assumed WSAN topology  
   There are a comparatively large number of existing task scheduling algorithms for distributed systems in general 
that try to reduce the total task completion times of the system [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. These are however not appropriate for 
WSAN task scheduling. A popular scheduling algorithm for distributed systems is the opportunistic load balancing 
(OLB) algorithm that assigns tasks in arbitrary order without considering the execution times of tasks [4]. In case of 
more than one available resource, it selects one resource arbitrarily. It tries to keep all resources busy as much as 
possible  just  to  achieve  its  load  balancing  objective  [5,  6,  7,  8].  The  application  of  OLB  to  task  scheduling  in  
WSANs can lead to poor makespan [5] because it does not consider time constraints explicitly. It only implicitly 
considers load balancing, which covers energy and time parameters. Although consideration of load balancing alone 
may lead to reduction in task completion times, but in large scale distributed systems like WSANs, the load 
balancing objective alone can lead to poor makespan. There is thus a need for better task scheduling algorithms that 
consider both the load balancing objective and the reduction of task completion times into account in order to lower 
the makespan of all tasks in the network [10]. We thus present a two-phase technique with the above two objectives 
in mind for assignment of tasks to actors. The algorithms involved are modelled with queuing networks and 
simulated for validation.  
   The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents notable related works. Section 3 describes our 
assumptions and the choice of a queuing model. Section 4 presents the queuing networks model of the proposed 
algorithms. Section 5 presents simulation results and Section 6 concludes the paper. 
2. Related Work 
Due to the challenging features and constraints of WSANs, such as resource and energy constraints and their 
dynamicity, most existing general-purpose scheduling algorithms are inapplicable to WSANs. There is however a 
rich set of scheduling algorithms for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) with the purpose of reducing task completion 
time and energy consumption. The applicability of both types of notable scheduling algorithms are discussed here. 
   M. Sharifi et al. [11] have presented a graph transformation-based approach to allocate tasks to sensor and actor 
nodes in support of real-time applications in WSANs. Each task is associated with proper graph transformation rules 
in such a way to guarantee that all existing tasks in the network complete before their deadlines expire. They have 
proved the correctness of their approach and reported 65% improvement in deadline hit ratio compared to the FIFO 
approach of task assignment. Although their approach tried to miss fewer deadlines but did not consider load 
balancing which can lead to reduction of network lifetime. 
   H. Park et al. [12] have proposed an energy-efficient task allocation framework for WSNs. They use graph 
descriptions to decompose tasks and then to assign them to appropriate sensor nodes. Their objective is to minimize 
energy consumption but time constraints are not considered in their approach. 
   A task allocation algorithm for gateways (cluster heads) within sensor networks have been proposed by M. Younis 
et al. [13]. Task scheduling on cluster heads is simplified by considering the processing time of collected data by at 
least one cycle. They try to maximize the network lifetime but do not consider the execution times of tasks. 
   Y. Yu et al. [14] have proposed an energy-balanced allocation for collective processing of tasks in WSNs. Tasks 
are allocated to sensor nodes, the voltage settings of tasks that allocate communication activities to channels is done, 
and eventually the scheduling of calculation and communication actions is performed. The broadcast nature of 
wireless communication was not however considered in their proposed communication scheduling model, which can 
adversely increase the time to completion of tasks. 
   Shivle et al. [15] have presented new task mapping and scheduling heuristics for mobile ad hoc networks. They 
assume that each node has a dedicated communication channel for simultaneous transmission and reception of data. 
This approach is inappropriate for WSANs wherein sensor nodes generally lack such capabilities. 
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   An energy-constrained task mapping and scheduling (EcoMapS) has also been proposed by Y. Tian et al. [16]. 
Minimizing the schedule length of an application with energy consumption restriction has been the goal of this 
approach. Communications over multiple channels are modelled by extra linear restrictions of an Integer Linear 
Programming (ILP) problem through several single hop wireless channels and the problem is then solved 
accordingly [15,16]. Although energy spending is optimized in EcoMaps, but execution deadline of an application is 
not guaranteed.  
   Given this background on task allocation in sensor networks, in this paper we propose an energy and time aware 
technique for allocating tasks to actors in order to provide a suitable tradeoff between load balancing and completion 
times of all tasks in a WSAN. 
3. Assumptions and Modeling Choice 
   We consider a WSAN wherein m actors jA (j  =  1,  .  .  .,  m)  should perform n tasks iT (i  =  1,  .  .  .  ,  n). Task 
scheduling amounts to the allocation of one or more time slots to one or more actors [17]. The total expected time 
taken by actor jA with no load at the time of assignment to execute iT  is known as the execution time of task iT by
actor jA  ( ijE ).
   The expected completion time of a task Ti by an actor jA ( ijc ) is the time interval in which jA completes Ti 
after  finishing  any  remaining  earlier  assigned  tasks.  Makespan  is  known  as  a  measure  of  throughput  in  
heterogeneous systems as in WSANs [9, 11]. So, the scheduling problem in WSANs amounts to the allocation of a 
set of tasks to a set of actors based on declared QoS parameters such as makespan minimization. Consideration of all 
QoSs to get an optimized scheduling scheme is however impractical because this scheduling problem is an NP-
complete problem [6, 8, 17, 18]. 
   We further consider the following assumptions in our work:  
x A semi-automated architecture for WSAN. 
x Tasks are independent and sensors send their gathered information from environment to BS. BS figures out 
the proper actions to take and assigns each action (task) to an actor to be performed. This process follows a 
Poisson distribution.  
x Considering there are n actors that each can perform its assigned tasks with a P rate, and also assuming that 
the service rate of BS to figure out tasks is O , relation '  shows the condition which should hold for each 
actor i:
in
PO S
                                                                                                                                             (' )
x Tasks are non-preemptive and the formation rate of tasks by BS is exponential. 
    Given these assumptions, we need to choose a proper queuing model to model our proposed task allocation 
technique. Simplicity and high capability of queuing models in performance and evaluation of reliability of 
computers and communication systems have lead to the wide deployment of queuing models in computers and 
communication systems. A single station queuing system comprises a finite or infinite number of queuing buffers 
and one or more identical servers [19]. We use the Kendall’s notation to specify the distribution of the interarrival 
times, the number of servers, the distribution of service times, and system capacity. For example, M/M/1 notation 
means that the arrival process is Poisson, service times are exponentially distributed, and there is a single server. We 
use M/M/1 queues to model performance measures such as steady states, the probability of the number of jobs in the 
system, the average waiting time in the queue, the average spent time for each request, and the performance of the 
server.  
   Formula 1 calculates the average spent time of each request (w), wherein O  denotes the arrival rate of tasks to the 
queue and P denotes the service rate; proof of formula can be found in [19]. 
)(
1
OP 
 w    , PO S                                                                                                                                (1) 
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   Formula 2 calculates the server utilization assuming there are no limitations on the number of tasks in the single 
server queue; utilization of a server denotes the server’s busy times. 
P
OUPUO   )*(    , PO S                                                                                                              (2) 
   Queuing networks that include more than one service station are more appropriate for representing the structure of 
systems with a large number of resources, than models with single service station [19]. A queuing network in which 
tasks can come in or go out of the network is called open [19]. A queuing network is called closed if tasks can 
neither come in nor go out of the network. An open queuing network is shown in Figure 3. 
4. Task Allocation 
Our proposed task allocation technique comprises of two algorithms. The main goal in both proposed algorithms is 
to reduce task completion time, while load balancing is also considered in the second algorithm. The inherent 
unpredictability of WSANs is considered in our proposed task allocation formulation using the queuing theory. BS 
and each actor have their own independent queue. Tasks are initially inserted in the queue of BS and later put in the 
queue of the actor chosen by BS to perform the task.  
   Given our assumptions in Section 3 and using queuing networks, Figure 4 shows a model of our assumed WSAN. 
Fig. 3.  A simple open queuing network [19]                               Fig. 4. A queuing networks model of WSAN                                               
   Following a Poisson process, BS inserts its configured tasks into its queue with O  rate. As BS is usually more 
rapid than the actors with fewer faults (or ideally with no faults at all), it works like a gate whose output rate is the 
same as its input rateO . Based on splitting Poisson process [20], tasks are inserted into selected actors by BS with 
iO  rate as is shown by Formula 3 for n actors.  
¦
 
 
n
i
i
1
OO                                                                                                                                                          (3) 
   Algorithm 1. As mentioned before, our task allocation technique comprises of two steps (levels). In the first 
phase, the arrival rate of all actors is assumed equal to
n
O . Calculating the spent time by the Little theorem, we get:  
WL O 
O
Lw                                                                                                                                            (I) 
    Relations 1 and ,  yield relation ,, :
U
U

 
1
L                                                                                                                                                        (II) 
    Substituting L in Relation ,  with Relation ,, yields: 
O
U
U

 
1w                                                                                                                                     (III) 
   Using Relation II, Relation III, Relation IV and Relation V for calculation of the spent time (w), we get: 
)1(
1
UP 
 w = OP 
1                                                                                                                                 (IV) 
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OP 
 1w                                                                                                                                                   (V) 
   The average tasks completion time can thus be calculated using Relation VI: 
¦   
n
i ii
ww
1
                                                                                                                                                (VI) 
   As in the initial level, the arrival rate of all actors are equal but based on the capability of each actor, the rate of 
performing tasks ( iP ) are different. To achieve minimum tasks completion time ( tw ), the arrival rate of tasks for 
each actor should be based on the capability of that actor. Hence, in the second level of algorithm, all iO and iw
pairs are sorted and based on Relation VII, a proper pair of iO  and iw  is selected and therefore, n-1 equations is 
generated. These equations can be solved using Formula 3, resulting in iO  that represents the minimum task 
completion time. Because in this case further and bigger tasks are transmitted to the actors in which the capability of 
performing tasks is more than others. 
iO * iw = jO * jw                                                                                                                                             (VII) 
   Algorithm 2. The sole objective of reducing tasks completion time and ignoring in Algorithm 1, may lead to 
overloading of some actors and idling of some other actors, resulting in the partitioning of the WSAN. To avoid this 
problem, a second algorithm is proposed that considers load balancing too. Every iO  is calculated by  Algorithm 1, 
but the second level of Algorithm 1 uses Formula 2 and substitutes iU  instead  of iw . Then by using the average 
amount of iO  that was derived in the first and second levels, the total tasks completion time is reduced and load 
balancing is taken care of too. In the other words, this algorithm makes a proper tradeoff between load balancing 
and reducing total tasks completion time and tries to optimize both load balancing and reducing total tasks 
completion time. 
5. Experimental Results 
   The two proposed algorithms are compared with OLB algorithm through an example scenario. To have better 
evaluation, actors are chosen from three different categories with fast, medium and slow service rates. In the 
performed simulations, we assumed tasks are independent and sensors transmit their collected information from 
environment to BS and BS allocates tasks to appropriate actors.  
   We consider a WSAN with 5 actors with an arrival rate of tasks to BS equal to 50 units per second ( 50 O ). The 
rates of execution of tasks by actors are 1P = 14, 2P =12, 3P =20, 4P =57, 5P =45. The average tasks completion 
time  in  each  actor,  the  workload  of  actors  and  the  total  tasks  completion  time  are  shown  in  Figures  5,  6  and  7,  
respectively. In these figures, A is the case of not using any of the algorithms, B is the case of using Algorithm 1, C 
is the case of using OLB and D shows the results of using Algorithm 2. Results show that Algorithm 1 yields the 
least total tasks completion time. They also show that the Algorithm 2 yields a poorer result than Algorithm 1 but 
works much better than OLB in reducing tasks completion time. 
Fig. 5. Average tasks completion 
time in each actor   
Fig. 6. Workload of each actor Fig. 7. Total tasks completion time under 
different algorithms 
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OLB gives the best load balancing compared to others while Algorithm 2 gives a better result than Algorithm 1. 
All in all, Algorithm 1 yields minimum total tasks completion time and OLB yields the best load balancing but 
Algorithm 2 yields reasonable results as a trade-off between both load balancing and minimizing tasks completion 
time objectives. 
6. Conclusion 
   This paper proposed a technique comprising of two algorithms for allocating tasks to actors in WSANs, modelling 
the network with the queuing networks. The first algorithm only considered the reduction of tasks completion time 
as its objective. Balancing energy dissipation among all actor nodes and reducing total tasks completion time 
simultaneously was the dual objective of the second proposed algorithm. Experimental results showed that the first 
algorithm did minimize tasks completion time but was bad on load balancing. The well-known opportunistic load 
balancing (OLB) task allocation algorithm did best on load balancing but performed badly on tasks completion time.     
The second proposed algorithm yielded a reasonable tradeoff between both load balancing and minimizing total 
tasks completion time. 
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